Interferometry provides a non-destructive method for examining the refractive index profile or the radial birefringence distribution within fibers. The key step in the interference data reduction involves the extraction of the refractive index profile along the axial direction of the fiber. The profile is due to the path difference between the fiber and the immersion liquid when a fiber is oriented perpendicular to the fringe field in an interference microscope.
Introduction
Typically, fiber interferograms are used for qualitative comparison of different fibers. Quantitative measures, at best, extract the mean refractive indices along and perpendicular to the fiber axis. Refractive indices are important since they are measures of how well the fiber structure is oriented. The degree of orientation, of course, controls the fiber properties and performance. In thermally bonded nonwovens, the degree of orientation can affect bonding and therefore, the ultimate properties of the fabric. Wei et al. [1] used commercial polypropylene fibers with varying draw ratios to produce overall-bonded (using a smooth calender) nonwoven fabrics. It was found that fibers with lower orientation yielded fabrics with higher tensile strength and flexural rigidity as compared with those made with fibers having higher orientation and a microfibrillar structure. It was stipulated that the less-oriented amorphous regions and the lamellar crystal structure would promote better fusion between fibers. In other words, this implies that an oriented microfibrillar structure inhibits fiber-to-fiber fusion in the thermal bonding process and will result in a lower degree of bonding [2] . The same would be true for the through air bonding process [3] .
Interference microscopy continues to be the method of choice for assessing the microstructure variation within the fiber particularly variations from the fiber core to the fiber surface (sheath). Because of the inherent noise in fiber interferograms, it would be impossible to manually extract the refractive index profile. Therefore, it is not possible to reliably measure the mean refractive index and refractive index distribution of the fiber. There is clearly a need for objective and efficient measurement of the reflective index profiles. Below, we propose a possible method for the extraction of the index profile from digitized images.
A first step in analyzing the digitized interference image is to extract the exact contour of the fringe patterns. Because of the high level of noise present in the image, this is not possible by using simple thresholding methods that use one or two threshold levels to convert the image to black and white. Even under the best of conditions, the result will be unacceptable (Figure 1) . In cases where noise is prevalent, Mastin and Ghiglia suggest the use of the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) as a fast precise alternative for extracting contours [4] . Theoretically, the Fourier Transform of the fringe pattern should yield one fixed frequency (one amplitude and one phase) for a fringe pattern that has one dominant spatial frequency. In practice, however, even the sophisticated FFT approach cannot be effective because 1. It assumes that the input data represent exactly an inte- The deviation of the fundamental frequency depends on the noise pattern, and thus is unpredictable and random [6] .
Below, we propose a new scheme for automatic contour extracting, by 1. extracting interference fringes by eliminating noise components that cause the distortion of a signal and lead to errors in computing the dominant frequency and phase of the fringe patterns, and 2. removing the edge discontinuities by means of redefining the data size (hereafter referred to as backward resizing method) so as to represent exactly an integral period of the total waveform.
Noise Filtering
Among the great many varieties of instrumental configurations, the Mach-Zender interferometer occupies an important position for applications in light microscopy. This configuration is depicted in Figure 2 . Mach-Zender interference system consists of two semi-silvered plates (S 1 and S 2 ) and two fully-silvered mirrors (T 1 and T 2 ) arranged symmetrically at 45 o at the corners of rectangle. A parallel light beam is split into a transmitted component and a reflected component.
The extent of deformation depends on the optical path difference (Dl) introduced by varying the angle (b) at mirror T 2 . The optical path difference interferes to produce visible interference patterns. The optical path difference is expressed as follows:
The total number of fringe (N) at OP is Where l = wave length and b = length of P'P The width of fringe (B) is In this system, the measured intensity of any scan line along the fiber axis perpendicular to the fringe field is theoretically a periodic function with the width of fringe B and the dominant frequency does not change with position.
The same optical path difference (Dl) is chosen at the fringe interval of the width of the fringe (B) by fixing angle (b) at mirror T 2 and fixing the wave length (551 nm). Therefore this leads to the one dominant spatial frequency. The fringe image represents the spatial details in the form of brightness transitions. Consequently, we can apply the Fast Fourier Transform to decompose the signal and extract the dominant frequency.
When a fiber is inserted into the fringe field, because of the refractive index different between the fiber and liquid, fringes inside the fiber image are shifted. FFT has been used to extract fringe contours as the phase differences introduced by re-combining the light beam that runs along the reference beam-path and along the object beam-path. In one dimension, the corresponding direct Fourier Transform is givens as 
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If the fiber axis is not perfectly perpendicular to the fringe field or is not perfectly focused, discontinuities will occur at the edges of the fiber. This is demonstrated in Figure 3 . In this case, the frequency image will contain erroneous spatial frequency components because the Fourier Transform will attempt to model the discontinuities as part of the signal. This problem can be somewhat reduced by using windowing functions (Figure 4) . Windowing functions attempt to reduce the edge discontinuities thereby minimizing spatial distortion artifacts [5] . Note however, that while windowing functions may reduce the spatial frequency errors, they cannot eliminate the problem entirely. When digitizing images, it is therefore, critical to ensure that 1. the image is in focus 2. the fringe field is perpendicular to the direction of scan. Wu and Davis discussed the difficulties associated with applying FFT to remove noise and edge distortions and developed a minimization technique to extract the fundamental frequency of the fringe pattern [6] . Instead, we choose to introduce a Dirac delta function (or the unit impulse function) given by:
Where p r is a dominant spatial frequency of fringe pattern taken between 1 and N.
Usually, a Dirac delta function is introduced to solve problems involving short impulses. To handle our case, we consider the single dominant spatial frequency of the fringe as a short impulse term. In our setup, the measured intensity of the scan line along the fiber axis perpendicular to the fringe field has a dominant frequency along the fiber axis. We first apply a forward FFT, and use this property (equation 7) during the inverse FFT process. In this process, all the unnecessary frequencies except the dominant frequency (considered as a short impulse term) are eliminated. The transform is implemented by processing all rows. The result is a one-dimensional set of values with each having one dominant magnitude and one dominant phase.
Backward Resizing Method
Of interest are the phase values. The phase values of the result of the inverse FFT transform do not match those of the original waveform exactly as shown in Figure 5 because an integral period of the total wave does not represent exactly the input data. In other words, in the discrete form of FFT the dominant frequency p r should be an integer value because the independent variables are discrete as integer orders from 1 to N. However the actual frequency can be a real number between 1 and N. Therefore, we apply the backward resizing method by computing (y) using the equation given below: Figure  6 clearly demonstrate the excellent agreements between the phases of the two waveforms. After implementing the whole process, the digital coordinates of the refractive index profile can be obtained by simply extracting the boundaries as shown in Figure 7 .
Materials
To examine the applicability of the method for examining the refractive index of different fibers, two fibers were melt spun. The polymer used was high molecular weight PET. A spin pack designed for spinning monofilaments was used.
The orifice of the spinneret plate measured 0.6 mm in diameter and 1.38 mm in length. The threadline was cooled at room temperature through a 4-meter cooling path. The takeup velocities were 2 km/min and 7 km/min. To keep the fiber denier constant (4.5 denier), the mass throughput rate was appropriately adjusted.
Application of the Reflective Index Profiles
One of the important applications of the reflective index profiles is the determination of radial distribution of refractive index. Many authors have attempted to obtain a complete picture of radial distribution of refractive index [7] [8] [9] . Below, we demonstrate the applicability of our automatic contour extraction method to determining the radial distribution of refractive index. We adopt the shell model and assume that the refraction at the liquid-fiber interface is negligible and that index variation inside the fiber are sufficiently small to be also negligible [8, 9] . While the Shell model analysis provides an intuitive and convenient way to deduce the fiber fringe shift pattern, it is also true that the assumption of straight line ray path means limited accuracy.
We can calculate the refractive index at point y, measured from the fiber center. Figure 8 shows schematically the ray and the interferogram for the calculation of the radial distribution of refractive index. The cross-section is divided into m concentric circles. The y coordinate can be expressed as:
Where j = section number corresponding x coordinate k = section number belonged into The fundamental equation is used for any shifted fringe (d)
Where l = wavelength of light N = refractive index of the immersion liquid, n = refractive index of the fiber and T = fiber diameter By substituting y for fiber diameter (t) and expanding equation 10 to any ray passing through the fiber, the fringe shift term is given by:
Then, this equation lead to
The profiles obtained by equation 12 are shown in Figure 9 for our two fibers. The radial distribution of refractive index is shown for directions parallel and perpendicular to the fiber axis for both. The data in Figure 9 demonstrate that the refractive index in the parallel direction is higher than that in the perpendicular direction, and a higher refractive index is shown in comparison with the center portions for both fibers. Additionally, as expected, the fiber spun at the higher speed shows a higher refractive index. The radial distribution of isotropic refractive index is shown in Figure 10 . The higher isotropic refractive index that can make possible inference of higher orientation and density in a same fiber is shown at the outer portions of the fiber in comparison with the center portions for both fibers.
Concluding Remarks
We have demonstrated a new methodology for automatic extraction of refractive index profile from fiber interferograms obtained by interference microscopy. We have demonstrated that the noise can be eliminated and that the exact frequency of the fringe pattern can be determined from which the refractive index, its profile and its radial distribution can be determined. We have demonstrated the applicability of this procedure for two fibers with varying degrees of draw ratio expected to result in different refractive indices. 
